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Primochill Carbon BiColor
Rad Grillz - Triple 140mm -

Orange/Black

Special Price

$29.95 was

$39.95

Product Images

Description

Each grill is laser cut to perfection giving the grill a very unique look that you won’t find anywhere else. What makes the Carbon
BiColor Rad Grillz so unique is the ingenious 2-Layer design. The air flow of the grill was thoroughly researched and several slit
sizes were tested until the perfect balance of aesthetics and quietness was achieved.

The bottom layer of the grill is laser cut and than handcrafted to join the two colors together with seamless flow. The top layer is
the carbon film finishing touch which is cut slightly smaller on the inside slit openings so you can see the radical colors beneath,
creating a one of a kind look that will not be found but from PrimoChill products.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
https://twitter.com/PerformancePCs
https://www.instagram.com/performancepcs/
https://www.youtube.com/user/PerformancepcsTV
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Carbon BiColor Rad Grillz are the next best thing in the water cooling industry. A variety of colors and sizes accommodates any
build.

Certain to be copied, but remember that PrimoChill’s Carbon BiColor Rad Grillz are Made in the USA, by Americans, and not just
ordered from China.

Features

Laser Cut for a Perfect Fit, cut to size no extra bulk added.
Open air flow patterns enable quiet operation.
High Quality 3M Carbon Film (Not imitation carbon film).
Multi-Layer Design gives an incredible 3D look.
Large color selection and styles. Mix and match for a unique look.
Dual color design provide visual pop to any build.
Installs in minutes.
Light weight acrylic design.
Made in the USA.

Specifications

Fits 15mm radiator hole spacing.
2 Layer Handcrafted/Laser Cut acrylic design.
Does not include ANY mounting hardware.
Warranty: 6 months

Warnings/Cautions:
*Over tightening mounting screws will cause the acrylic to crack.  PrimoChill is not responsible for any hardware damage. Use at
your own risk.
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Additional Information

Brand Primochill

SKU RGCBi-340-OBK-D

Weight 2.0000

Color Orange

Radiator Size 420 (3 X 140mm)

Radiator Accessory Type Radgrill

Material Acrylic

Special Price $29.95


